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Happy Bull’s 66-Zebu Sapphire

ByJohn B. Robinson

Lonny was up around 30 miles an hour, still in third gear, just starting down
a stretch of open macadam that was flanked by smoldering, burned-over hills
and dry, fetid rice paddies. He had the throttle wrenched back, the clutch lever
squeezed in, and was in the act ofcngthe fluorescent Japanese road pony into
fourth. And it was just a glint of blue. A hallucinogenic sparse of phosphores-
cence in a cross-hatched sea of burnt brown, ochre red, and ash gray. And the
hand which held this miraculous shimmering glint unscarred by the cold fire
thrust alo like a painted beacon.
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The motorcycle coasted along at a roar as Lonny’s eye processed the glint and
his professional instinct welled up like a balloon inside his chest. His intellect told
him to push on now, to get to the sapphire fields by early noon while the light was
still solid and the miners were returning from their hand-scraped trenches. But
the curse and the salvation of Lonny’s life was his eye. Lonny had a seeing eye.
An eye that could weigh, shape, cut, mount, set, and sell a gemstone just by hold-
ing it to the sun. The eye of an artist. An eye that could see into things and ken
their weft. So although the rational part of his brain told him to proceed as usual,
to drive on, buy in quantity, return at
high speed, andexporton account--his :.. .
eye, his love of beaut and his rofes- :: )’l.nnn,r h"Hi::;iiii
sionally cultivated instind, toldPhim to i :-x’’ .?’.:.;-.:;ii;.;!ii!;;::
downshift, turn around, and search out e e thatc0uldw6i ;:h;Shla""e;
that curious  par ae that promised a ...
nature’s pattern, yet it was only on
the third pass that he actually spotted the middle-aged peasant sitting away from
the deserted highway beneath a mango tree the height of a four-story building.
A small figure who watched Lonny’s curious turns without understanding and
without trying to understand. The peasant had been holding the blue stone up
to the sun, as he had seen the traders do in the sapphire camps, trying to see what
he could feel instinctively.

Lonny climbed off his plastic-covered conveyance and left it parked on the
baking blacktop, absolutely without worry that his gleaming machine might dis-
turb the rare truck grinding its way toward the far-distant capital. He removed
his mirrored helmet and walked woodenly toward the giant mango and the sit-

ting peasant.

Bonjour, greeted Lonny in French. His language skills were shaky but
he had all the phraseology necessary to work his way through a purchase
or a sale. He had taken a three-month crash course at New York University



before being sent to Madagascar to trade for his father.

Bonjour, returned Jaoravo, a blessing his parents had
named Happy Bull.

I buy sapphires, said Lonny.

Joaravo listened to Lonny and heard nothing ma-
levolent.

Do you have a sapphire? said Lonny.

At the time of independence Jaoravo had already fin-
ished his schooling and he was proud of his ability to
speak French. The young men of the nearby village called
him The Frenchman because they liked to tease him. He
did not mind the teasing. He was proud of his ability to
communicate with strangers. His own father could speak
French and Jaoravo did not feel ashamed before the
ancestors.

Yes, he replied in French.

Lonny’s legs were not yet stiff, as he had only been
riding a short time, but he lost balance when Jaoravo ro-
tated his palm and ex-
tended his arm to reveal a
luminous sapphire the size
of a duck’s egg.

This is a real sapphire,
Joaravo said. And he knew
it was. For although he knew nothing about sapphires in
particular, he sensed the force of the stone, and from what
he had heard, all the good stones were sapphires. The
stone had a presence not unlike the sacred tree where he
offered white-faced male ducks to the departed. He had
discovered the blue stone in his rice paddy as he bailed
it dry with a plastic bucket. He had been carrying it for
months, but now he felt himself unaccountably sad and
he wanted to make a tribute to the ancestors. He wanted
to sacrifice a zebu in their honor and he thought that if he
took the disturbing blue stone to town surely one of the
strangers would give him a zebu for it.

training and all his father’s warnings about showing
emotion in the presence of something valuable.

Thank you, said Jaoravo. He held out his hand to take
it back, but Lonny had the gem up against the sky,
plumbing its depths and calculating the type of cut that
would bring out the excellence in the stone’s best nature.
He had the impression he was gazing into one of God’s
tear drops.

How much? asked Lonny. He held the stone up to the
sky a third time as if to check if he had really seen what
he thought he might have imagined. But he had not
imagined such beauty nor such value. Despite its massive
size the sapphire had no deep fractures that would di-
minish its worth on the grinding wheel. The clarity and
luminescence of its character assured that only a come-
again Caesar, an artist, or a thief would ever appreciate it
truly.

"He knew, like a caged cockatoo who encounters

her mate for the first time, that he was looking at

the very conception of beauty."

Lonny picked the wondrous sapphire from Jaoravo’s
work-beaten palm and held it against the washed tur-
quoise sky. The stone was the color of a delphinium on
the summer side of a mountain and as clear as the love he
felt for the mother of his first child. He closed his eyes
briefly in delight and behind his eyelids he saw the mag-
nificen sapphire well up melodiously like a musical note.
The gem did not filter the passage of light, rather it
seemed to give value to the light itself. In one bright in-
stant the contours of his soul seemed to shift their shape
and Lonny felt exhilarated. He knew, like a caged cocka-
too who encounters her mate for the first time, that he
was looking at the very conception of beauty.

It is beautiful, said Lonny, against all his professional

Jaoravo wore a thin piece of linen wrapped around
his waist and a rude vest of woven palm fibers. Against
his calf lay the local version of a machete which had a
long wooden handle and short iron blade in the shape of
a worn L. He was barefoot, and despite a diet of plain

rice, an intestinal tract
full of worms, and re-
current bouts of ma-
laria, was in pretty
good health and har-
mony for a middle-
aged man who lived

in an isolated hut removed from a village and days from
town.

The refracted heat of the glazed earth baked Lonny’s
puffy, unathletic body as efficiently as a pottery kiln. The
long grasses had just been burned, razing the vegetation
to the level of an ant and preparing it for the short tender
grass shoots the zebu preferred. He felt sweat running
down his cheeks like dusty rivers, realizing at the same
time that he was too drained to defend himself or even
run in the case of danger. But standing there, like a neon
lighthouse on a pillaged plain, next to an armed peasant,
in one of the poorest countries in the world, carrying
enough local money to last ten local lifetimes, Lonny felt
safer than when riding public transport in lower Manhat-
tan at noon.

Lonny chose a root and sat beside Jaoravo beneath
the towering mango tree whose oviform yellow fruits
were prized for their salty taste. On the periphery of the
shade spot two zebu stood dumb and mute before a
wooden cart with wooden wheels. Across the smoldering
fields Lonny could see Jaoravo’s square hut. A few walls
of cross-hatched palm mats attached to seven vertical
poles coifed with dead leaves and raised above the ex-
hausted earth by a series of miniature stilts. Lonny esti-
mated that if he stood in the middle of the hut and
jumped up and down about twenty times the whole con-
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traption would implode as completely as his neglected
marriage.

Having grown up on the seventeenth floor of a sky-
scraper Lonny found visits to the Malagasy countryside
disorienting. The only time he had stayed overnight in
a village he was obliged to have sex with an unmarried
peasant girl to honor the ancestors. Her mother, father,
grown brothers, little sisters, cousins, and neighbors, all
waiting outside the sieve-like walls to discuss the event.
Even more dirty gossip than at my unannounced civil
ceremony, he wrote a distant friend.

Lonny’s mind imagined the look on his father’s face
when he returned with The Stone. How many adventur-
ers discovered something worth discovering? And al-
though Lonny was not, strictly speaking, an adventurer,
his wholesale gem buying on the red brick island was the
extreme end of the business, far removed from the cut-
ting rooms, spectrographs, calibrated scales, display
cases, sales pitches, magazine models, and auction
houses ofNew York Brussels, Geneva, Bangkok and Tel
Aviv. It would be something to see, his father’s reaction.
When Lonny showed him The Stone he wanted to cap-
ture the scene on video, where the words would be re-
corded, and could not
be denied or altered at a
later date. He wanted
physical proof he could
replay at family birth-
day parties, a proof that
he was worthy of his
father’s confidence and trust, not just an erratic dreamer
at pains to cover the expenses of his own mistakes.

me how much you want to sell it for.

How much is it worth? asked Jaoravo.

It is worth any price you wish, replied Lonny. But
cannot set the value for you. You must decide yourself
how much the sapphire is worth. You are the owner, only
you can decide its value.

But how much is it worth? repeated Jaoravo.

To whom? Asked Lonny.

To you, he said.

Lonny shook his head. My friend, this sapphire is
worth the esteem of nay father and the salvation of nay
marriage. am willing to pay you what you think it is
worth to you. As a commodity it has no intrinsic value.

A sapphire has no value?

No, said Lonny.

Then you don’t want to buy the sapphire?

"He tried to think of how his ancestors would

have talked with this other, this tricky stranger
with a silver tongue and eyes like piercing thorns."

Jaoravo was thinking not of his father but of all of his
fathers. His father’s father, and his father before, and his
mother, and his mother’ mother, and her mother. He
would need to honor them properly to wipe away his
melancholy. To open the family tomb, recover their
bones in fine white cloth, offer them the blood of several
zebu. If he did these things right, on an auspicious day,
with the agreement of his brothers and sisters, and in the
presence of a good witch doctor, he was sure to be well
received by the ancestors. There would have to be big
plastic tubs of rum. And salegy music. And dance, and
sex. Divinity, happiness, harvest, and fertility. If it was
done strictly according to custom, as it would be, the an-
cestors, the living, and the unborn would all be satisfied.
There would be a whole and he would be part of it.

How much? asked Jaoravo. He sat next to Lonny on
the mango root and he placed the gem in Lonny’s hand.
When the stone, its surface temperature warmed by the
heat of Jaoravo’s hand touched his soft pink pahn,
Lonny suspected the peasant was selling more than just
a precious stone, he was selling a part of himself.

No, said Lonny, reluctantly forcing the finest object
he ever hoped to own back into Jaoravo’s hand. You tell

No, that is not what
said. The value of an ob-
ject, such as this sap-
phire, is without price in
the sense that no single
price can be fixed upon

it. What am willing to pay and what you are willing to
receive are two separate ideas. Perhaps am prepared to
pay nothing for this stone and you place a great value on
it. Perhaps place a great value on it and you do not care
for it. You are the seller and am the buyer, together we
must arrive at a price. The price is only a temporary ap-
proximation of the stone’s worth.

Jaoravo listened carefully.

So what is it worth? he asked.

You tell me, said Lonny.

Jaoravo looked toward the exposed earth for support.
He was the master of himself and his two wives and his
six sons and his seven daughters and more than nine
zebu. He had always been fortunate. The stranger was
being very evasive and Jaoravo did not want to be tricked
by a fine orator. He tried to think of how his ancestors
would have talked with this other, this tricky stranger
with a silver tongue and eyes like piercing thorns.

Jaoravo walked to the ox cart and came back with a
small container of white rum. He offered it to Lonny, who
put the scuffed plastic jug to his lips and let a mouthful
enter. The homemade concoction was so bitter Lonny
choked, and to keep from spitting on the ground, and to
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keep from offending the ancestors, he forced the nause-
ating fire down his throat in a tremendous effort of will
power. His head went light and a sweat broke out all over
his body. For an instant, when he saw Jaoravo spilling a
tribute to the ancestors in the dirt, he thought he had been
tricked into swallowing poison.

Jaoravo sluiced the divine spirit into his belly, shud-
dered, coughed, and tried to remember what he would
need to satisfy the ancestors, himself, and his wives.

How much will they give me for the sapphire in
town? asked Jaoravo.

Lonny, eyes closed, head swimming, rum vapors
swirling through his nasal passages like surgical anesthe-
sia: It does not matter what they give you in town for the
sapphire. will follow you wherever you go and buy it
from the person you sell it to. will buy this sapphire for
any price.

Jaoravo wedged another shot of the divine spirit into
his soul and reflected upon Lonny’s declaration. To in-
sure both his wives would give tributes to him when he
departed, and cover his bones in fine white cloth, they
would need one good rice paddy each. He owned a small
rice paddy of poor qual-
ity, but he knew that
nearer the village there
were many fine rice pad-
dies of good quality, and
if he had twelve zebu he
could buy enough land
that each wife would have a rice paddy. Twelve zebu is
a good price for the sacred stone thought Jaoravo.

rotation of the sun, measured by vibrations of a cesium
atom, and spread throughout the industrialized world
like a religion made of wall calendars and digital
watches, had not yet reached this part of the planet. In his
experience, the peasants had no sense of the past, other
than it was past; no conception of the future, other than
it had not yet occurred. They lived in the present as if it
was all that had ever existed or would exist. Patience had
no more sense to a peasant than to a zebu. It was impos-
sible to wait for something to happen in Madagascar sim-
ply because waiting was impossible. So as the sun rode
the far side of its arc, and Jaoravo struggled to put a price
on his sacred stone, Lonny just sat and tried to live the
moment.

"A profit is a profit was his father’s maxim, but to

his father’s bitter disappointment Lonny did not

enter the precious-gemstone trade to make a profit."

While fighting through the layered meanings of the
stranger’s words he came upon the number 6 somewhere
in his brain. 6 was a celestially whole number, the num-
ber of sons a man needed to carry his coffin to the family
tomb. The sacrifice of 6 zebu as a tribute to the ancestors
would be the most glorious thing ever done in the village.
6 white headed zebu. 6. He thought around the number
6 several times. When he had finished thinking, Jaoravo
concluded that the meeting with the stranger was divine.
A stranger guided to him by the ancestors. A stranger
who would satisfy the hunger of the living and the
warmth of the missing.

Lonny hated waiting for anything. For planes, slow
drivers, indecisive women, hesitant buyers. He hated
waiting but now he waited, and would wait a for a week
perched on a mango root if he had to. He would satisfy
his sexual obligations to the Jaoravo’s daughters, sleep in
the squalid little hut, eat badly hulled rice, and give blood
to malarial mosquitoes. He was willing to do anything to
capture the most sublime rock he had ever held to the sky.
He felt the bargaining process would go on for days. Dur-
ing the year he had spent in Madagascar he came to un-
derstand that his special conception of time, based on the

But he could not. Lonny’s mind was busy thinking
about his marriage, and his daughter, and a career that
would keep rising upward. When he returned to New
York he would be known in the gem trade as Lucky
Lonny. His reputation would be made for now and for-
ever once he wrapped his hands around that ephemeral
blue song. The foundation stone of his career. And would
she be there then? Had the papers for mental cruelty and
physical abandonment been filed? Had his search for the
essence of life wiped out the seeds of love planted years
ago, like Jaoravo’s fires torched the medicinal plants with

the weeds, leaving be-
hind nothing but sec-
ondary growth and the
cindered shadows of
what used to be?

Lonny didn’t know
how luck worked. Since he had started in his father’s
business he had always searched for the exceptional
stones. A profit is a profit was his father’s maxim, but to
his father’s bitter disappointment Lonny did not enter
the precious-gemstone trade to make a profit. Something
in his soul, either a generation-skipping gene or a door
opened by a first love, compelled him to seek beauty. He
found no satisfaction in wholesaling kilos of low-quality
precious stones, and maybe because of that, or maybe
because he believed in possibility, or maybe because of
his gifted eye, this was not the first time he had found an
exceptional gem right in the midst of dozens of other
dealers and hundreds of thousands of carats of costume
jewelry destined for teen-age mall rats and unsatisfied
prom queens.

Just as Jaoravo sought constantly to appease the an-
cestors, and to keep in contact with them, and to consult
with them, Lonny searched for beauty. That is to say
Lonny kept in contact with the beautiful things in life:
women, books, films, gems, paintings, oriental rugs,
wood boxes, carved statues. As long as he was near a city
with museums and discotheques Lonny was satisfied.
His embarrassing marriage and subsequent exile to an
impoverished agricultural country with little material
history was distressing, but his faith that he would find
rare beauty here had kept him vigilant to opportunity.
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And now opportunity had found him and he would re-
turn triumphant. Was luck managed or fate predestined?
Lonny had no clue. He wondered if his four year old girl
would be lucky like him.

How much? asked Lonny impatiently.

Jaoravo held up his hand to ask for silence in the Eu-
ropean manner. As the ancestors had directed this
stranger to him to satisfy their needs he must not forget
a single thing. The cost of much rum, the special shrouds,
sacks of rice from town, crates of beer, cigarettes, the
musicians, the witch doctor, a tribute to the king. It was
quite a lot to think about.

Jaoravo thought of the wonderful image of 6 zebu,
and a patch of forest needed to feed them, and out of his
mouth, unwillingly and far too quickly, as if it were not
him at all, but really the ancestors who forced his tongue,
he said to Lonny, want 66 white-headed zebu.

agree to your price, blurted Lonny without an
instant’s hesitation. Lonny reached over and squeezed
Jaoravo’s knee hard and the peasant touched him kindly
on the shoulder. Neither could speak for want of an
adequate vocabulary. A vocabulary in which joy and ex-
ultation would only be an approximation of their simul-
taneous state of grace. A moment that would change both
their lives and the fives of their descendants forever.

Jaoravo placed the sacred stone, what would later be
a named and internationally catalogued sapphire, in
Lonny’s outstretched fingers.

Thank you, said Lonny. He was supremely happy to
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hold such a sublimely beautiful object, to have the desire
of his dreams so close to his skin for a period of time
before anyone else knew of it, to touch the essence of
something transcendent while knowing he could never
possess it. He would be the talk of jewelry houses and
amateur prospecting magazines around the globe and
the look on his father’s face was going to be priceless.

Jaoravo offered him another slug of white rum and
Lonny spilled a tribute to the ancestors and drank with
them without caring about the burning sensation sliding
down the back of his throat or the cold, painful tears saw-
ing free of his eye sockets. He realized his father would
never trust him and there was nothing he could do about
it. He was among pagans twelve thousand miles from
home, but he was going home, and he would find out,
now that he thought he knew where he was headed, if
she was still willing to travel with him.
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